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Powering the Retail Edge

Zynstra Retail Edge Software Suite
Powering the Retail Edge

Solution Brief

Zynstra enables retailers to deliver superior customer and
employee experiences through faster innovation and radically
reduces cost to serve in-store. Purpose built for the edge, our
powerful software optimizes existing store technology and
enables digital transformation.
Key Benefits
Zynstra’s unique solution for the retail edge delivers
top line innovation through virtualization of the store
and POS terminals, and bottom line innovation that
reduces your cost to serve:

• POS virtualization solutions to break the POS hardware/
software linkage, increase ROI and enhance customer
service performance.

• Virtualized portable POS Tablet for line busting
customer service.

• Virtualized Self-Checkout to increase ROI and reduce
integration and support costs.

• A platform for the virtualized store, providing front office
and back office virtualization to drastically reduce the IT
bill of materials and reduce the cost to serve.

• Intelligent Control Plane to enable testing and roll-out
of new applications across your stores in an efficient,
standardized and secure manner.

• Edge-scale solution in-store, managed from the Cloud,
for increased control and reduced support costs.

• Automatic patches, updates and upgrades as part of

Zynstra’s Keep Current service. It removes the need
for manual patching or system management of the HCI
core and infrastructure services required, while ensuring
a consistent and secure system.

• Security and Keep Current features to help retailers

deploy their own compliant solutions, or to further
reduce compliance costs by adding Zynstra enhanced
PCI-DSS support to significantly reduce the cost and
effort of achieving compliance.

• Automatic provisioning and configuration of hundreds
or thousands of retail edges for fast set-up of new
stores.

• A resilient virtualized edge server with the option of high
availability clustering and cloud backup services which
reduces the risk of downtime and delivers improved
business continuity.

The retail battleground has moved to the edge – in the physical store.
The industry is in a highly disruptive state, driven by increased customer
expectations, the need to excel at omni-channel sales, continuing pressures
to reduce the cost to serve, increased security challenges, and the need to
constantly adapt and innovate. In this environment, there is a growing need
for the digitization of the physical store to deliver the shopping experiences
of tomorrow while driving greater operational efficiencies.
The winners will deliver a superior experience, more services and faster
innovation to the front lines. No one can predict what new applications
and services will be required in-store, but we can predict that the ability to
experiment and change quickly will be fundamental to success. Retailers
require a secure in-store technology platform that can cope with constant
change, is less expensive to setup, can be rolled out easily across new
stores and avoids costly hardware refresh cycles.
Zynstra have built an end to end software suite for retail, designed for
today’s challenges and leveraging the latest developments in edge
technology. Zynstra virtualizes back and front office store technology,
with intelligent automation to deliver software defined stores. Specific
virtualization solutions include Store, POS, mobile POS Tablet, Kiosk,
Self-Checkout and Enhanced PCI-DSS Compliance. Our intelligent
infrastructure is purpose built for the edge, delivering high reliability and
managing risk in every store. Zynstra delivers its patented retail edge
software for the world’s largest, most distributed, innovation-driven
enterprises. With Tier 1 PCI-DSS compliance Zynstra is committed to
security excellence at the edge.

• Reduce Cost to Serve by improving register performance by 30%, extending
the life of existing POS hardware, and reducing lane down times by 60-80%

• Enable Continuous Innovation by reducing the time to test and deploy new

applications in-store by 50% and provide automated updates and deployments
to keep stores current and consistent

• Improve Customer Experience and opportunity for upsell by freeing staff from
static registers to interact with customers in-store, and reduce lines at peak
hours with portable POS tablets

• Deliver Virtualized Store capability across front and back office applications
for continuous flexibility and cost optimization in a secure and managed
environment
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Retail Edge Challenges
As retailers focus their strategies and resources on the multitude of new and pressing challenges in front of them, they face a stark
reality; existing IT solutions do not offer the flexibility, control, and efficiency they need. Put simply, they are not up to the job of
transforming the retail edge – in the store. Historically, they have had to put up with stretching datacenter technology to fit the edge
or trying to keep legacy on premises IT up to date.
Roadblocks to Increasing Customer Convenience and Service. Retailers are challenged to deliver ease of service throughout
their stores, and particularly in the checkout lane. Abandoned baskets, lanes being down or complaints of slow service result
in lost revenue. But existing POS infrastructures are confined by their IT capabilities, making it difficult to securely offer proven
success technologies, such as line busting portable POS tablets or Self-Checkout. What’s required is integrated, secure and reliable
virtualization of all types of point of sale terminals, from fixed tills, to Self-Checkout, to portable tablets. Such an approach can reduce
the IT bill of materials, improve the speed of transactions, and provide increased business flexibility.
Stifled Innovation. Retailers need to experiment with new applications and services to deliver better customer experiences, and then
deploy quickly when value is proven. But legacy IT solutions don’t provide the flexibility and control required to deliver continuous
innovation, without risks to business continuity.
Cost to Serve. The traditional retail edge infrastructure of PCs, servers and devices assembled over time can present real operational
issues, and often cannot serve expanding business applications. Multiple computing appliances running multiple applications manually managed, site by site, application by application - demands expensive and high skill systems integration and support
effort. Even more so when your retail estate has a large geographic spread. This leads to inefficiency and growing costs, from an
ever-growing IT bill of materials, to mushrooming support costs, to staff training and in-built business inflexibility, at a time when the
pressure is on to reduce the cost to serve.
Breaking the Operating System/Hardware Dependency Cycle. Device driven POS solutions, with each terminal running its own
hardware, operating system and application are completely dependent on vendor dictated product and support cycles. This can
lead to retailers having to ditch and replace perfectly functional POS solutions to enable continued support and compliance, with
significant costs. A pressing example is Microsoft’s 2016 change to the lifecycle of the Windows operating system. Essentially this
means that, for much of the installed base of POS hardware, there is no Microsoft supported upgrade path to Windows 10. Moving to
a virtualized POS solution avoids these end of life challenges, including the current Microsoft scenario, by decoupling hardware from
software and extending their lifecycle and increasing the ROI from sunk POS investments.
Realizing the Virtualized Store. Some back-office capabilities have been virtualized for some time, but the rate of adoption in retail
stores, outside of corporate datacenters, has been relatively slow, because of the unique problem of supporting 100’s or 1000’s of
distributed, remote devices across multiple stores. And the virtualization of front office functions, including all types of POS terminals
and their peripherals, has stalled due to capability and security shortfalls. Retailers need end to end, front and back office virtualization
of IT resources to realize maximum cost savings and business flexibility.
Always Behind: Unsecure, Missed Patches. The challenge of manually keeping retail store infrastructure up to date and secure with
the latest patches and upgrades across 100’s or 1000’s of sites is enormous. The retail edge is a hostile environment, and the cost
of store downtime due to security breaches or systems failure is significant. You need to be up to date to minimize risk and ensure
compliance with PCI-DSS requirements.
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Zynstra Retail Edge Software Suite
Zynstra offers a complete software suite that comprizes of three integrated components: Intelligent Edge software, as a platform for
reduced cost to serve in store, Intelligent Control Plane for management, control and innovation, and the Intelligent Edge Client that
provides secure connectivity for users and peripherals to virtualized applications be they Point Of Sale, customer-facing or backoffice workloads running on a Zynstra Intelligent Edge. It reduces the in-store IT bill of materials and operating costs significantly,
while delivering a platform for continuous innovation. All of this is provided with PCI-DSS conformance built in.

Our Virtualized Point of Sale software is built on our Intelligent Edge capability and delivers specific applications for retail stores that
break the hardware/software linkage for increased ROI. It reduces the store IT bill of materials and operating costs significantly, while
increasing performance, reliability and security. The applications are available for new and old POS systems and peripherals:
Zynstra Virtualized POS virtualizes existing POS terminals onto a centrally managed store server, maintaining a thin client on
terminals. It’s centrally managed from the client’s datacenter for updates, with high availability and peripheral support. It increases
return on investment for sunk POS expenditures by extending the life of existing POS implementations, increases POS transaction
speed to enhance customer service, and increases reliability and reduces risk.
Zynstra Virtualized POS Tablet virtualizes the POS operation to deliver a fully functional POS on store tablets with Enhanced PCI-DSS
Compliance and continued full peripheral support, all centrally managed from your datacenter. This enables retailers to offer line
busting POS tablets and boost staff productivity, taking the till/register to the customer and increasing convenience and service levels,
while at the same time retaining high security levels and increasing ROI across the POS estate.
Zynstra Virtualized Self-Checkout transforms self-checkout integration, performance, reliability and serviceability. Our solution
virtualizes existing self-checkout terminals onto a centrally managed store server. It is PCI compliant and centrally managed from the
client’s datacenter for updates, with high availability and peripheral support, enabling increased ROI from self-checkout investments,
reducing upgrade and support costs, while providing a flexible platform to cater for new advances in self-checkout technologies.
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Zynstra Intelligent Edge is the foundation of the Zynstra software suite, upon which all applications and services are built. This
enables the cost-effective delivery of advanced virtualized edge servers in every store. It’s an edge-scale, hyperconverged core,
comprising tightly integrated compute, storage, networking, and infrastructure services. It provides a virtualized platform for in-store
applications and provides infrastructure services such as file management, firewall, user management, secure networking and system
back-up.
The Intelligent Edge allows a distributed technology estate of hundreds or thousands of retail outlets to be deployed, managed,
updated and controlled as an integrated whole, rather than a disparate bill of materials.
The Intelligent Edge has been deployed by many customers to modernize and consolidate their in-store infrastructure and deliver
immediate support and system cost savings.
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The Intelligent Control Plane delivers centralized management of your stores and their IT workloads. It enables the provisioning,
management, control and updating of hundreds or thousands of virtualized edge servers, POS and tablets across your complete retail
estate. It simplifies and accelerates what would otherwise be complex IT tasks, while ensuring a consistent, secure IT environment in
every store.
The Intelligent Control Plane makes sure that everything is running smoothly, and if you roll out a new site, it is delivered as it is
supposed to be. It makes sure that all patches and updates are automatically applied and is continuously tested to ensure everything
is running correctly.

Installed on tablets, thin-clients and POS registers, the Intelligent Edge Client provides secure connectivity for users and peripherals
to virtualized applications be they Point Of Sale, customer-facing or back-office workloads running on a Zynstra Intelligent Edge.
Zynstra’s thin-client operating system is deployed on the end-user device such as a POS register, generic desktop, or tablet and
presents them with a user interface they are already familiar with.
The Intelligent Edge Client securely connects a peripheral to the appropriate virtualized instance of the software running on the
edge server. For applications such as POS registers, SCO and mobile POS tablets, existing peripherals such as printers, cash drawers,
Magnetic Stripe Readers (MSRs), barcode scanners, cheque/check readers and ancillary displays continue to operate without
the need for replacement or upgrade. Uniquely, the Intelligent Edge Client is able to remotely connect to both modern USB and
Bluetooth peripherals as well as legacy serial and GPIO devices.
Whether connecting over the LAN or Wi-Fi, the Intelligent Edge Client’s secures networking to PCI-DSS compliant standards using
mutually authenticated TLS 1.2 tunnels allowing all back-office and customer-facing applications to be delivered securely where they
are needed in store.
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Zynstra Enhanced PCI-DSS Compliance enables retailers to use powerful edge security and Keep Current features to deploy their
own compliant solutions. The Enhanced Compliance option adds a number of features to the standard product offering, including
stringent support policies, heightened security event log and audit, hardened security features, and enforcement of compliant
intrusion prevention measures. This enables significant cost savings in the implementation and maintenance of PCI-DSS compliance
and removes risk from the compliance process.

Transform In-store Economics and Innovation
Retailers must deliver new levels of service and innovation. The business imperatives of today demand cost savings and immediate
ROI for all investments. Zynstra solves these problems. Our intelligent, automated edge technology and applications designed for the
store provide a long-term platform for a consistent and intentional customer experience, with increased cost efficiency and ROI.

About Zynstra
Zynstra enables retailers to deliver superior customer and employee experiences through faster innovation and radically reduces cost to
serve in-store. Purpose built for the edge, our powerful software optimizes existing store technology and enables digital transformation.
Zynstra virtualizes back and front office store technology, with intelligent automation to deliver software defined stores. Specific
virtualization solutions include Store, POS, mobile POS Tablet, Kiosk, Self-Checkout and Enhanced PCI-DSS Compliance.
Zynstra delivers its patented retail edge software for the world’s largest, most distributed, innovation-driven enterprises.
With Tier 1 PCI-DSS compliance Zynstra is committed to security excellence at the edge.
Zynstra is backed by Octopus Ventures, one of Europe’s leading investors in fast-growth companies, focused on backing unusually
talented entrepreneurs.
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